ABSTRACT. expressing We derive new classes of infinite products taken over the primes, for example
llPS1, 11N36, 11P82, 40B05, llL03, 11D99, 05A19, 33A25.
INTRODUCTION.
In a recent paper (Campbell [4] ) a class of infinite products was derived. The proof follows easily by induction on n, and resembles the proof for the infinite case given in [4] . There is an interesting parallel between this theorem and the identity used by Rarnanujan ( [13] ana [10] ) to derive his summations which generate his arithmetic function Cs(n)= where #s. The rigorous proof of (1.1), and also of the infinite product identities in [4] , accounting for the branches of the fractional powers, can be approached easily from the finite (1. [4] . To illustrate this let us take (1.1) with p-m, -,, Re 
The manner of applying the Riemann zeta function to (1. kHj{ai(jrn+kn) (r)}jh/kh+ kHj k ( a ( j m + k n ) ( r ) j h / k h + ( -r --n ) ) For example, take m n and r 6 and then h so that n(6)(a (1 + 2)n(6))1/2(a (1 + 3)n(6))l/3(a (2 + 3)n(6))1/3(a (1 + 4)n(6)) This theorem leads simply to many corollaries; often analogous to the identities in Ramanujan [13] . Of particular interest is the case n-oo, % k-s, yielding namely, Ramanujan's trigonometrical function. (see [13] primarily, also [9] , [11] , [14] , and [15] (3.14)
/:1 As with Corollary 3.6, the coefficients generated from the infinite product of (3.14) are easily calculated in finite form. (ii) a k g(k)q k so that evaluating S m depends on some application of the Hecke operator (see Andrews [2] Thirdly, but less generally, a combination of (i) and (ii) has led to the infinite products in C,ampbell [41. We now consider some combinatorial inferences from the theorems in this section. It may also be of interest to interpret identities (4.7) and (4.8) . However, the theorems of this section yield simple relations between the generated coefficients, so for brevity we focus on these only. Examples of such relations are found in, for instance, [10] and [11] . 
However, generally the Lambert series is less manageable than the corresponding Dirichlet summation. [4] , and each such identity will have a combinatorial interpretation in terms of two dimensional vector partitions. (see ch. 12 of Andrews [2] ). where m and/or n can be 0 or, B and sj are positive integers, whilst a and 3 are positive relatively prime integers. The sum (5.5) taken over (5.6) is obviously not easily amenable to calculation, and yet the right side of (5.1) tells us it is in fact equal to (-1)B{coefficient of A in (1/(1B-z))}.
CONCLUSION
The author has left many aspects of this paper open-ended. For example, the bivariate Dirichlet series resulting from 2 will be developed in a future paper, as will the vector partition interpretations suggested by 5. Although Theorem 3.2 can be derived simply (and without Theorem 1) using the inclusion-exclusion principle, the results of that section may link with the qanalogue idea for the Euler totient function in Campbell [4] . 4 
